CASE STUDY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TO THE INNER EAR
Problem – Challenge
To embed an electronic cochlear implant device into the ear of a deaf patient, the surgeon has to create a precise access from behind the ear, through the skull bone all the way into the inner ear. The implant electrode that
bridges the damaged part of the inner ear to allow the patient to hear again is then carefully inserted into the
cochlea through the access in the bone. Currently this procedure is carried out manually and the ear, nose and
throat surgeon directly views the access into the cochlea through the opening in the skull bone.

Solution
A team of surgeons and engineers of Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, and the ARTORG Center for Biomedical
Engineering Research, University of Bern (Switzerland), has developed a high-precision surgical robot for cochlear
implantation successfully applied to several patients in a clinical trial. In the same way that avionics allow a pilot
to fly a plane by instrument solely based on read-outs from the cockpit, the surgical robot developed by the researchers has the capabilities to perform surgery that a surgeon cannot carry out manually without a robot.
The critical developments that have led to the breakthrough first procedure on a patient are the reliable, computer-controlled safety mechanisms applied to the actions of the robot when drilling the tunnel into the side of
the patient’s head. The minimally-invasive keyhole tunnel runs at a safe distance between the facial nerve and
the chorda tympani nerve into the cochlea so that the electrode wire of the implant can be inserted through this
opening into the cochlea at the preplanned angle. Safe navigation and drilling inside the human ear that avoids
damage to these nerves and the microscopic structures of the inner ear is accomplished through a combination
of three interlocking safety components that act as the eyes, ears and touch of the surgeon.

CASE STUDY
PROTECTION AGAINST FUNGAL PARASITES
Problem – Challenge
There are half a million wooden telephone poles in Switzerland. They are easy to erect and last up to 35 years
without the need for any major upkeep. However, Swisscom has to replace as many as 5’000 poles a year for its
landline infrastructure – many because fungi have caused them to rot. Although the poles are impregnated with
biocides such as copper, such biocides are ineffective if copper-resistant fungi transform the copper using oxalic
acid and then destroy the wood – resulting in the poles needing to be replaced far sooner than planned. In nature,
fungi keep each other in check. In a forest this works by itself, a fungus that destroys wood has an antagonist that
stops it in its tracks. In the case of wooden constructions and trees that are planted or erected outside their natural
habitat, however, this equilibrium spirals out of control and the pest can spread unimpeded.

Solution
Francis Schwarze, a wood, tree and fungus researcher at Empa, has discovered a means to protect the wooden
poles against copper-resistant fungi: if deployed early enough, another fungus, a natural adversary of wood
decay fungi, is able to inhibit the formation of oxalic acid and kill off the pole destroyers. First of all, Schwarze
set about isolating and identifying the harmful organisms on the tree. Then all he had to do was “simply” find a
natural adversary and turn it into a product – granules – which tree surgeons could scatter in the soil around the
trees’ stricken roots. And so Schwarze founded a spin-off in St. Gallen with backing from Startfeld, the innovation network of the St. Gallen region. The fledgling company, MycoSolutions, is looking to develop product from
beneficial organisms.
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